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IBM could quadruple clock speeds with 486SLC technology
By Ep SCANNELL

IBM’s delivery of a 40-MHz 386SLC chip
by year end will be the first of an ambitious series of chips that could see clock
speeds triple or even quadruple those of a

system's clock.
In the next year or two,

IBM

could

deliver systems anchored by a 486-based
version of its SLC chip that eventually
could run at a multiple of 20/100 MHz.
Such systems would clearly differ from
486SX-based

mance

systems

capabilities

in

and

price/perfor-

be

positioned

accordingly.

“Right now we have a 20-MHz chip
we can double to 40 MHz,” said Paul
Ledak, manager of microprocessors design for IBM, in Burlington, Vermont.
“But as we announce 25- and 33-MHz
386SLCs, which the processor can handle
easily, we can upgrade those to 50 and 60
MHz.”
IBM has already indicated that the
386SLC chip will be used in a portable
system due late this year, as well as in
some lower end Personal System/2 models such as Models 35 and 40.
IBM also plans to migrate the chip
with

486SLC

technology,

placing

better equipped to churn the mountain of
code in IBM’s recent delivery of OS/2 2.0.
“For entry-level servers, the [SLC]
chip is a possibility,” said David Hauger,
manager of IBM’s entry systems division.
“There are lots of LAN applications that
don't require a big processor to drive
them.”
The 486SLC chips would be offered
initially as board upgrades to existing
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386SLC-based

systems

such

as

the

Models 56 and 57, which were recently
announced.

The snap-in version of the 386SLC is
now the best-selling hardware upgrade in
IBM’s microcomputing history, Ledak
said.
The 386SLC is a 5-volt, l-micron
CMOS technology with an 8K cache,
whereas the 486-like version is a 3.3-volt,

.8-micron technology with a 16K cache.
While IBM and Intel’s clock-doubling
strategies are similar, there are some
minor, but important, differences, Ledak
said.
Intel is primarily interested in doubling the clock speed of chips, whereas
IBM’s approach is to provide improved
speed and other system efficiencies that
result in a more balanced performance.
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systems that would clearly supercede the
price/performance of the company’s existing Models 70 and 80.
These systems, with higher disk capacities than existing models, would be
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users communicate on the road.
The Avanti 025 bundles WinFax 2.0

software, enabling users to fax documents

from within their Windows 3.0 applications.

The computer is capable of receiving
faxes, even when

its power management

features put it into suspend mode.
FutureSoft’s Terminal Plus communication software allows users to communicate with other computers.
Other
bundled software includes Windows 3.0
and DOS 5.0.
The Avanti 025 itself uses an AMD
386SXL processor, which has power
management features.
The notebook weighs between 6 and 7
pounds and comes in three configurations. The base model has 2 megabytes of
RAM and a 60-megabyte hard drive.
Other models include 4 megabytes of
RAM and either an 80- or 130-megabyte
hard drive.
It has a 10-inch monochrome VGA
LCD monitor capable of displaying 32
shades of gray.
The internal fax/modem sends at
9,600 bits per second (bps) and receives at
4,800 bps. It sends data at 2,400 bps.

The Avanti 025 is scheduled to ship
now, but the company had not set prices
by press time.
Beaver Computer, located in San Jose,
California, can be reached at (809) 994-
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Just this once, wed like to
lower your expectations of what
a Sun™ SPARCstation™ system can

to most UNIX users
Lets begin with Lotus® 1-2-3?
dBASE IV,* and WordPerfect?

They're the most popular PC

dozens more on the way.

Okay, now that you've lowered |

your expectations, prepare to

titles in their class, and they all

raise them

run on SPARCstation systems.

can actually be more productive

knows Sun for high-end technical
work, you may not think of us for
your day-to-day business tasks.

There’ also software for drawing, publishing, and presenting.
For clip art, faxing, and office

on a SPARCstation than on any

A misunderstanding wed like

automation. More than 60 busi-

multitasking; so you can prepare

ness programs available now, and

a set of overheads while your

do. Slightly.
Because while nearly everyone

to correct.

again. Because you

PC. Even using the same software.
SPARCstations are designed for

9000.
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